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From the Chief

Commander
General Musings
This issue of Styled in
Fiberglass “hits the streets” just after
the beginning of the holiday season.
We start with Thanksgiving, and end

related to Commanders? Where else

New Years. At this time of year many

National and Regional Rendezvous’ are

blessings. We often take for granted
the very things that most deserve our
gratitude. Despite the turmoil we see
daily in the world, the Commander

new friends, and generally have a good
time.

wonderful friends? As we age, we start
losing friends, but if one truly avails

unfortunate brethren. We own superb
people in the world do not have. Even

inside This ediTion
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plus, after 45 years or so they still look
stylish and are very seaworthy, a tribute
to their designers and engineers. When
someone stops in front of your boat to
admire it, it really gives one a sense of
pride in ownership.
From a personal standpoint,

p. 4 - commandervous
p. 6 - bill smith story
p. 11 - hudson interview
p. 16 - ec reports

row” at our marina. There are a lot
Patty & I have attended every
than we paid for our “little 47.”
When people who are walking our
as long as we are able. Please join us
stop in front of PATTY WAGON and
say “Wow! Is that beautiful. What
mention it is 41 years old. They are
amazed, and I feel like a king ! I’m
sure most members have had the same
hitting a hole in one.
blessings is the Commander Club

National Rendezvous. You won’t regret
it!
our CCCC friends a happy & healthy
holiday season plus best wishes for the
New Year. (and perhaps something new
for your Commander as a holiday gift)
Dick Morland
Chief Commander
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From the

Commander Club
mISSIon STaTemenT
The Commander Club is a ‘virtual

by Chris Craft Corp. Our goal is
to inform and enlighten owners

Commander owners, enthusiasts
or other persons who support the

editor

father’s 31’ Commander. He
when I was looking for a boat for
the NYC area. When I moved
to the suburbs, I downsized to

enjoy it.

with Fred Hudson, Chief Stylist

exeCuTIve CommITTee
CHIEF COMMANDER

PUBLIC RELATIONS
South Orange, NJ
MEMBERSHIP CHAIR

make overs. So I have enjoyed
ambitious plans and zeal for doing
all the work himself.
The story is a blow by blow of

WEB MASTER

the ups, downs, and all the way

never forget and I’m proud to be
you.

and Clyde Caron provides some
great photos.

TREASURER

ARCHIVIST

shop drawing. The photo was
taken in Fred’s home studio that
was swimming with renderings of
years of automotive renderings,
boat designs and memories.

This amazing story is brought

Whitney Pillsbury
PR Chair

posts and organized them in one

rendezvouS

2012

“CommanderS in tHe d”

members in the area, this rendezvous
is sure to be one of the best yet. We
old friends at the event.

Known the world over for hosting
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What a

CommandervouS!

By Brian Barton
with photos by Clyde Caron
The summer was passing by.
All of July was spent on the hard with
repairs to our Commander. When

members like going there. I thought
as well. We talked quite a while that
evening mostly boats and some history
of the CCCC. I ended up asking Clyde

made this time a good ole summer
with the event. Without hesitation the
partnership was formed. What where
we getting ourselves into? Work and

if we invite some other Commanders
to join us. I made a post to CCCC.
There were a few responses but almost
everyone was
busy. There

to see the Garwood museum and the

would handle the members, email and

bring their best!
After a few days, Clyde and I
spoke again and we estimated that we
the bush at this end and was starting

me and suggested
that we email the
members at large
so everyone would
have the opportunity
to share in the fun.
This email was a
great idea! I promptly
put together a list of

that showed
that day, Jeff
H. and us. We
other’s vessels
and mostly
hung out in the
water enjoying
the day.
The
talk turned

by Commander. The
response and interest
almost doubled.

gathering, Jeff
to bring it up.
There were a
few different

A spectacular turnout for a two week notice! 18 Commanders an over 70 attendees,
(over 40 CCCC members)

Commander Owners
that never heard of

were emailing friends.
Clyde and I talked a lot during
It was the end of August and time
to make a post to the CCCC for one

to the CCCC inviting everyone to a

through what we were doing and
not forget something. Clyde and I were

He suggested that we gather at the
boat was injured and would not be
able to travel and he wanted to be a
part of this gathering.
The other reason he wanted

showing an interest in our gathering.
After Clyde and I spoke again I
felt that another post was needed to
keep this at the top of the list on the
CCCC. We talked about dinner plans

and our new estimate of attending
people. This was turning into a good

end we wanted this to be a simple
event: “The Commandervous.”
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Shelly and I traveled up the

for sale. Almost a year later we both
got great vessels and were enjoying

people I met that day. The vessels

sun was shining and visibility was
boats arrived and it was time to
retire. The weather took a turn for the
the lake was in store. The sun started

you tell I had never been to one of
blown Commander Club Rendezvous
would be like. The day passed rather

gloomy.
Rise and Shine! The morning
leave the bridge. The trip up the North
Channel is always a great time. It has

Everyone helped setting up for the
it looked like it was going to rain.
everyone there all lined up for a group

around. We enjoyed an amazing
sunset.

easy. The boats started to arrive and
to offer a blessing and we bowed our
some time washing and drying our
Commanders. The sun was warming it

We arrived at the harbour in no time
fashion food.
After dinner there was more
had their 2, Shelly and I had ours.
arranging tables. Clyde and his family
arrangements. There where several

This is our attempt to get all the goofy

Club. We met several people and I
kept looking at
and thinking “I know this boat.” It
was a beautifully maintained 35’ hard
top. This is my personal favorite;

quite a bit.
Sunday morning the dew
was heavy and the Commanderites
started moving. Clyde and I were

looked very familiar. After talking

Commandervous was almost over and
was slowly being dismantled. The
Commanders started to leave one by
one. Nearly every ones last word were:

I realized where I met Floyd. The
the

of the others went into the restaurant

when she was
Our gathering also won the

Club “Styled in Fiberglass” tote bag,

CHRIS-CRAFTS RETURN HOME: A great gathering at an historic location.
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Just another

reStoration...
retired, a sprightly 71 years young,
and was looking for something to keep

Over the years Commander Club
members have been witness to many
great Commander restorations.
These have run the gamut from the
smaller Commanders to very large

of heart problems. He’s had 6 heart

already had a 23 foot John Allmand
had been sunk in one of the Florida

just after the Huron Rendezvous
at one point had some professional
trailered to his home and began a two
year restoration.

by the pros. There have been a few
done almost entirely by the owner, but
these are few and far between, and
have been done by younger members
early days he was a state trooper for
rehab on one of these old girls is a
daunting task indeed.
small odd jobs on the side till one day

and was partially stripped inside.
This seller was a Ford automobile
enthusiast who had bought the boat
started an interior restoration by
stripping everything, and then just
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quit. The Ford enthusiast who wanted
the 427 engines bought the boat and
removed engines, props, and just about

for information on this boat and
immediately found the Commander
wheelhouse.
and posting progress reports on the
year odyssey. At this point we should
mention that save for one $25 labor

the hullsides & transom.
system.

the engines and doing the spraying

toe rails.

everything himself, right down to &

& metal parts.

some money on the trip home, where

itself.

boat was pretty light at this point,
having virtually being stripped of

had both the John Allmand and the
Catalina and really didn’t need any
more boats! At that point 51 years of
prevailed and the restoration began.
“ROUGHING IN THE BOW”: Bill’s work on his bow

generator, no pumps anywhere in
the boat, no AC’s, no reefer, stove,
anywhere, the genuine mahogany
interior was badly stained for water
ingress over the years, & everything

transmissions were sitting in the
Onan that had been sitting outside
During the ensuing 2 ½ years, some of

stripped & removed.
The toe rails were a disaster, as was
mishap with a gasket missing an oil
pumps.
rubble during removal. The wood
on the bridge, and the wood panels
around the sliding glass doors were
just your run of the mill restoration for

new basin, stove/range/oven, and
refrigerator
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windlass.
During some times in winter when

Will be a few days delay to get that
the boat had gained considerable
weight during the restoration and the
O’TAWANDA
that must be addressed also.”
* Editors note – this involved two days
of welding on the trailer, with the boat

7/18/2011 -- “Well the Old Gal is done
NEW HEAD Bill’s work rebuilding his
head caught the Club’s attention.

some small stuff on the inside, getting
A/C compressor replaced as well as
carpet for the salon area. Boy it’s
been a long time getting this far but
now have to get ready for transport
a heavy crane come out and load it
as well as the travel lift to get it off
the trailer and into the water. Lots

11/04/2011 -- “Well we got the trucks
ready with the wide load signs and
ready to hook up to the trailer with the
give them some lee way as to when we
were coming and make to make sure
the travel lift was available to unload
upon when we got to the marina. Well,
the manager said the lift was tied up
all day today due to a boat sinking in

boating.”
10/27/2011 -- “Well at last we got
the Old Gal loaded and ready for
STEPS:
make the many trips onboard easier.

built all of the furniture in the boat

problems with the trailer she is on and
those will have to be addressed prior
to hauling. When the trailer came on
to the lot to get the boat he drug the
air bleeders off the air tanks for the

well another day won’t really matter
as she has been on dry land for 3
The marina was really questioning
about the hull?? They won’t allow any
more woodies. We will be on the way
in the morning as we can pull wide
load till 12 noon on Saturday.
11/06/2011 – “Well we made it to
the marina and they still had the

into a dining table. He also built

lamps for the boat, plus another end
table for the wheelhouse.

new wood panels surrounding the
doors.

have to be 6 feet tall, weigh about
FREE TIME. Bill saw a similar table online for $1100.00 and decided to make one.

operator and he said they didn’t have
sit with the boat and no lift available.
After a lot of discussions, some not

know as well. The truck and trailer
suggested we call him as he has a mill
him and he told us he had a mill lots
jumped in the truck and went for the
blocks as they were about 20 miles
into the water at 4PM.
Problem #2 – “Neither transmission
would do anything, no forward or

Dick Morland visiting and viewing Bill’s great work.

friend on my slip row to tow us to the
slip which went well. Got into our slip
and noticed the shaft packing glands
leaking badly. After tightening them
down that leak stopped and thought
all was well. All my helpers, son and
truck driver had gone. Everyone in
the marina coming to see the boat
even people who were staying on the
cabins came for an inspection.
Well got the inspections over with and
decide to look in the bilge for water

all sea cocks, etc checked strainers,
packing glands, rudders, old thru

The previous owner had gutted the v-berth, Bill replaced it.

the leak.
continued my search and found the

on the log in some rough stuff and
tightening the hose clamps seems to
slow it but never stopped completely.
its ground and the other switch was
left the boat all was good with pumps
working, etc and the leak slowed a lot
check on her.

Bill and Dick on his visit last summer.

even thought about photos it was a
very busy day in the life of this old
No Problems with the trailer and

put the wrong tranny on the wrong
engine. Well that will be a lot of
because rebuild cost is 1500 to 2 K
for two trannies.

getting it in the correct position as it is
just sitting somewhat in place and all
the railing must be dealt with also.

guess it will work out. Don’t look like
progress...Bill”
*Editors note: As of this writing,
O’TAWANDA

his friend who moved the boat to the
river!
Seems like some people just
don’t understand what the word
“downshifting” means.

Almost every part of the boat received Bill’s attention to detail.

Fred Hudson
interview

part I

By Whitney Pillsbury
W: What did you have to do with
presented with a problem: what the
hell am I going to do to make a living
is.
Among many industrial design

W: And how old were you then?
F: I was 22 when I graduated from
Cornell in ‘51.

A.W. MacKerer did the bottom, and
W: And where did you go from there?
started this club and inspired many of
the future Commander designs. This

F: I guess from my earliest memories
I have always drawn things. And I

career.
Scott Anderson, who had maintained

my Dad also went, in Windsor,
a chance to watch it. The Commander
Club produced and paid for this entire
project.

and nights in my Dad’s basement
drawing up a portfolio to take to
Detroit. And I did so in September of
’54. And got a job and went to work

upon graduation. Went on to Cornell

was the President of Easy Washer
Company. So, I sort of went through
the front door but ended up feeling

h t t p ://youtu.be/ltobanQjDtg

and the following is a transcription of
the interview.
Car Program was not going to get
the rest through the following issues.
who were just sitting around waiting
W: What is your name?
F: What the hell do you want to know

moving bulkheads around. And then
Chrysler Corporation in January of ’57
and landed in the Imperial Studio as

you?

front end up there on the bookshelf is
Early Hudson Sketches
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and ’61. It’s a ’61 Chrysler Imperial

immediate boss by the name of Cliff
as the ‘Christ Child’ whispered in my

headlamps. I drew the thing up and
W: When you look at that, do you see
think are good form and shapes. A

Fred Hudson and editor during our weekend interview, he passed away 8 weeks later.

W: So you did your time at Chrysler
Imperial Styling...
F: Yes, I was working towards getting
my wife and my baby son and myself
least a dozen.

my shingle as an industrial designer
worst year of my life. I was vying for

FLOATING HEADLAMPS: Hudson’s
front end on Chrysler’s 1961 Imperial

I found myself in the middle at

Corporation and was vying for

older guy, but also a boat stylist. And

using his students to do design work,

was then President of the Roamer

stuff.

aluminium and steel boats over in
Holland.
And we did moonlighting for Roamer
designs in Detroit and went over a
story short, landed the job and my
wife and 2 sons got in the New Yorker

department or what?
Interior Studio at Chrysler Styling,
just Imperials.
W: How many people worked in the
Imperial Studio?
‘56 “Golden Hawk” Packard Styling Sketch and Rendering
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and drove through the snow to Florida

one afternoon and I’m still there
’62.

beginning of my time in Pompano
W: Wait. How did you get the job at

a little bit of a lisp. So, I hear this
stomping up the stairs and I got up

how did you get it?
F: I wrote Harry Kaul a letter at some
are youth doing athking for a raise
37’ Connie. I won. At that point I
we did everything, the ’63 Connies,

he broke up and from that point on
we were the best of buddies. It was

presented my drawings and he said
start.” I got things together and we hit

Hatteras.

W: Why boats?
F: I love boats.
F: The answer to the progression

Hattaras, in Hyde Point with one
was no room. All the major
house design staffs. And I loved boats
and it was just a natural progression.
I wanted to do it.
W: So you got down to Pompano and
who was there?

the 36’ – Harry Kaul’s favorite boat
size was a 36’, don’t ask me why – so
Imperial Sketches

to be a 36’. And a wooden plug was
made and I was invited to go for a sea

with the Engineering Department.
Assistant. We went on a 42’ Roamer
of Engineering – beloved – a gruff,
feared, wonderful guy. I adored him.
We got off to great start.

Cavaliers. Ski Skiff was Ron Reilly,
and I did the styling on those. The
The thing would not get out of the
– and through that progression up
through the ’64 boats.

the boss. There was a guy there by
“Hudthen, whath the hell are youth
doing here?” And I said I was invited
part of my team. Then we got another

little boat and went over to Jim Poe
fun kept badgering me about a raise –

industrial designer, who ended up

out why the thing would not plane. It
was either overloaded, or – my own
feeling – it was under bottomed. To

in there. That may have happened
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got wider and it got 2 feet longer. And

I love that thing. It was neat, and still
looks neat.
Frankly, I don’t know where the
big boats were at Pompano, but I’m
presuming most of them stayed in
Holland.

themselves in water better and are far
would be built in
Holland. Primarily

W: And was this planned to be the
Commander series?
F: Yup. I think the Commander badge
was out of use at the time. I don’t
doing a wooden
of all the boats
that I remember
doing on the

that it was largely
put together very

senior line of
as a wood boat,
out of very similar

Craft had a height
problem. There was

boats. I’m
presuming that
the Commander
name was on
the shelf and
ready to be
used.

have taken a hull

W: This 36’
‘plan’ was a
response – an

out of the mold and

was going to be
Chris’s big entry

down an assembly
line. They didn’t
have the height

F: Absolutely.
I remember
being told about

was designed as a
what we were
going to do. I
remember being

easy lay up, put it
seam together, and
Hudson Connie Renderings

made in the Roamer plant.
F: Ah ha! See Roamer had height!
Roamer had plenty of overhead height.
I remember that plant well.

how did it get to the point of being a
wooden plug and then did they test a

where we had
the meeting
about the boat.
at the lines drawing that was on his
drawing board for the hull. And this
lines drawings for the hull and then
they would go upstairs to the loft
where they were drawn full size.
From there to templates and wooden

able to get that full length quarter foil,
F: No, it was a wooden boat
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Connies, the boat would be built and

boat and around the transom. And the
hardtops, the windows, the side shield
treatment below the side windows of
I wanted a faster windshield rake, but
Harry Kaul would not buy anything
rake. “It’s got to be 45 period. No
more.
W: What was his reasoning?

Fred Hudson in his home studio at the time of this interview.

further hull development to his
Phil Carveth and Don Shut in the
W: So when you say hull lines, you
mean the bottom of the boat up to the
shear?
F: Yes. I’ll show you a hull lines
drawing later if you want to see
one. When I started doing them

widened lengthened – a 37’ Connie
wider. A 13’ beam, it’s enormous.
Then it was a matter of knowing what
I was doing. I was building a wood
W: So what was your job?
it up. Design the boat!

but that’s what I did, and its not that
need to be withdrawn from a mold,

see out of the front end, you gotta be
able to open those windows. Things
that are largely overlooked today, but
they made good sense and they were
part of his mandate.
W: So you’re also working on the

involved the sales department and
feasibility through engineering, then
I would go with my input to Phil
Carvath and Don Shut and they would
Anderson was involved in it too, and
as you know, he did the shop drawing.

something in different views and then

W: What are the highlights of your

develop dimensions either from the

F: Well, I’ve mentioned the sheer

the dimension from either station,

W: I’m thinking somehow someone

W: So the 36’ hull lines were done,
what were you working on? Was this

And it’s neat and tidy and unlike the

transom. The styling of the hardtop

W: Sorry if I sound stupid, but what
parts of the boat were you working
on?

up the pilaster on the side. This was
repeated again on the sedan later by

of the boat from the waterline up.

was part of the styling resolution that
it wasn’t going to be a pointy bow, it
rounded bow on that boat, tapered
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Archivist

report

Treat yourself and your

Treasury

Membership

report

report

We’ve been working on

your “TO DO” list. The
Complete Edition and the
WY
WI
WV
WA
VA
VT
UT
TX
TN
SD
SC
RI
PA
OR
OK
OH
ND
NC
NY
NM
NJ
NH
NV
NE
MT
MO
MS
MN
MI
MA
MD
ME
LA
KY
KS
IA
IN
IL
ID
HI
GA
FL
DE

from the Club (shipping
is no longer available.
more importantly elimi

to provide multiple EC
A big thank you goes to
both and to make transi
tions from one Treasurer
of the end of November
number.

For those of us in the
North, our boats are high
and dry and we’re settling
in for our winter boating
mean boating isn’t on
our minds and we aren’t
already looking forward

mats are being investigated
planning is well underway
Even with two months left
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This year’s event is sure
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friends alike, so mark your
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Sweden
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for more details over the

Puerto Rico

about it and buy yours here:

Canada
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